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A well-equipped shop has the tools to get the job done quickly and efficiently. Often, that 

involves investing in shop equipment that decreases repair time, increases accuracy and 

allows technicians to do their job safer and more efficiently. Whether you are performing 

wheel related jobs now and are looking to increase your offerings or are new to the market 

and want to add some numbers to the bottom line, knowing what equipment you need, and 

what features to look for will be vital to your success. 

Wheel Service is broken down into 3 main categories:

•  Tire Changing

•  Wheel Balancing

•  Wheel Alignment



Tire Changers
Wheel Service is normally thought of as tire changing and 

balancing, but alignment is a vital part as well. To outfit 

your shop for full tire service you are going to want the 

ability to perform all 3 services. There are many machines, 

all with varying options and accessories, and choosing the 

best fit for your shop can be a daunting task. In this guide, 

we will focus on tire changing and the differences between 

certain changers as compared to others. 
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WHY WHEEL SERVICE 

Maybe you are still on the fence as to whether your shop needs wheel service 

equipment. If that’s the case, here are a few reasons why it would be a great move:

Increased Revenue

If a customer has brake or suspension issues, offering an alignment or balancing package 

would be a very easy way to add some revenue to a customer’s car that’s already on the 

lift. Or if you need some more jobs to fill your schedule, offering wheel service packages 

such as rotation, balancing and alignment would be a good way to bulk up the number of 

tickets.

Decrease Cycle Time

The best way to ensure your cycle times stay a short a possible is to offer a full 

solution for any repair that may come into your facility. If work you cannot perform is 

sent elsewhere or worst case, a competitor, you’re now at their mercy. Is your business 

a priority for them? Will it be done to the correct standards, or more important, your 

standards? These questions and many other can be eliminated, all by keeping the car in 

your shop, under your care.

Customer Retention

Ensuring your customer’s vehicle gets back to them quickly is a great start but 

what about keeping them from going to another shop? Offering services like tire 

alignments, balancing and changing allows your customer the convenience of a true 

one stop shop. This will build trust with your clients, as well as keep them out of 

competitive shops looking to steal them away.

Wheel Service Benefits

?



Tire Changers
Tire changers take all the abuse of a shop performing tire work.  Don’t have a tire changer?  You could be doing a 

lot more work in your shop, which should equal more dollars.  Back to that abuse statement, a changer sees a lot 

of pressures, contact with tires and in some instances, sporadic workloads.  You want to choose a changer that 

is easy to use, can accommodate possible wheel sizes you’ll see in the shop and is powerful enough to handle an 

everchanging environment.  Did you know that positioning of the duck head in relation to the tire itself creates 

stress?  What about those specialty tires that come in, are you willing to change them or turn that business down?  
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Choosing the correct changer will be critical in the success of your shop. When 
deciding on a changer, it’s important to keep these factors in mind:

 
1) Physical Space Available: Since the physical size of tire changers vary greatly from 

machine to machine, the available space in your shop will be a determining factor.

2) Type of Wheels Serviced: Knowing the typical tire as well as the wheel type you plan 

to service will determine what size and features are needed in a changer for your shop.  

Changers are made to handle all types of rims, sidewall heights and tire compositions. 

3) Frequency and Speed Desired: The frequency you plan to change tires will again 

depend on which features and options you will want. The more options, the easier and more 

efficient your technician’s task will be, translating to more dollars per day and a quicker 

ROI.

4) Waiting in Line: How many times did you wish you purchased a better piece of 

equipment because of demand?  You’ll want to consider if having a faster machine works 

better in your space, or would having two make more sense?  Some shops have workhorse 

changers for common jobs, then specific changers for high end or specific jobs where 

damage to rims might occur.  

5) Obstacles to Overcome: Will the machine I pick last a long time? Issues like constant 

stress on parts and ease of use come to mind with this question, that’s important if you’ll 

be standing at this equipment most of the day.  Does the mount/demount head shift while 

it’s near the rim? This could translate into wheel damage.  Maybe a tiltback is the answer.  

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TIRE CHANGER
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF TIRE CHANGERS 

Tire changers range in both features of each unit, and the size tire and wheel 
each machine will accept. Different machines offer different options which 
allow the job to be done quicker or with less effort from the operator. Some 
important features to keep in mind when selecting your tire changer are:

1) Lever less vs Lever: a lever-less machine uses a patented air operated high 

strength polymer modified mount/demount tool. A lever is used by the technician 

to lift the bead over the mount/demount head to demount the bead. Depending on 

what type of tires your shop will see determines your best route. A levered machine 

will work fine on most tires but requires more manual effort, while a lever less is 

less labor intensive but when used on tires with taller side walls it is more difficult 

to break the bead than on lower profile tires.

2) Variable Speed Control: allows operator to determine the rate of speed the tire 

spins. Similar to a gas pedal, it allows the operator to press the pedal further down 

to increase or decrease the overall speed of the tire spin. Sometimes a slower speed 

is required to ensure no damage comes to the wheel itself.

3) Helper Arms: Certain changers have a helper arms option. Helper arms, added to 

the changer, transform it into an easier piece of equipment to manage.  An arm can 

provide downward and upward pressure in points on the tire.  It can help roll a tire 

up and off the rim.  It also assists in downward pressure to the tire when necessary 

to clamp the outside of the rim.  Optional helper arms are available on all Rotary tire 

changers.



Our Lineup
Rotary’s tire changer line is diverse with products that’ll make 

your job easier regardless of the size tire you’re working on.  

Our products are innovative, rugged and built to the same 

standards we hold our lifts to.  
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GOOD, BETTER, BEST & HEAVY DUTY

• Center Locking

• 30” Capable Rim

• Variable Speed Control

• Wheel Lift

• Easy Roller Bead Breaker

• Patented Auto-Touch Leverless Tool 

• Following Arm Helper

R1150 Leverless

• Rigid Tilt Back Design

• Self Centering External Clamping 26”

• Double-Synchronization Clamp Cylinders

• Variable Speed Motor

• Turn table Inflation 

• Three Point Helper (Optional)

R145D Tiltback VSC

• Ridged Frame

• External Clamping  26”

• Turn table Inflation

• Integrated Column Air Tank

R146 Swing Arm Pro

R501N Speed Changer HD
• 21” Capable Width Tire

• Quick Loading

• Movable Hydraulic Clamp Table

• Hydraulic Control Console

• Diametrically Opposed Plastic Rollers System

• “Stand-by” Function Noise Reduction

• Compact Design



 

Our wheelhouse just got bigger.
Whether you are ready to hit tire changing big time or just want to 

test the waters, Rotary has the equipment you need. If you would like 

more information on our changers or our full line of wheel service 

equipment contact us at 1-800-445-5438. 


